The GC Bad Boy luminaires also have different color and gobo wheel configurations than standard Bad Boy luminaires. The GC Bad Boy wheel configurations are as follows:

**Ecodes:**

- 37493-A1 BADB GOBO - JUST HOLES
- 37493-A2 BADB GOBO - PENCIL DUST
- 37493-A4 BADB GOBO - LESS SQUARES
- 37493-A6 BADB GOBO - CRACKLE LINEAR
- 37493-A7 BADB GOBO - CARDBOARD TEXTURE
- 37493-B1 BADB GOBO - BRAMBLE BREAKUP
- 37493-B4 BADB GOBO - SLOT

**Gobo Wheel 1**

- **Position #1** Just Holes 41.9812.0047
- **Position #2** Pencil Dust 41.9812.0925
- **Position #3** Slot 41.9812.0003
- **Position #4** Less Squares 41.9812.0923
- **Position #5** Crackle Linear 41.9812.0702
- **Position #6** Cardboard Texture 41.9812.2000

**CT Gobo Wheel**

- **Position #1** Minus Green 41.9812.0311.44
- **Position #2** 1/8 CTO 41.9812.0311.47
- **Position #3** 1/4 CTB 41.9812.0311.46
- **Position #4** 1/2 CTB 41.9812.0311.40
- **Position #5** 3/4 CTB 41.9812.0311.50
- **Position #6** Full CTB 41.9812.0310.48

**CT Panel Wheel**

- **Position #1** Minus Green 41.9812.0311.44
- **Position #2** 1/8 CTO 41.9812.0310.47
- **Position #3** 1/4 CTO 41.9812.0310.45
- **Position #4** 1/2 CTO 41.9812.0310.43
- **Position #5** 3/4 CTO 41.9812.0310.49

**Ecodes:**

- 3749W-105 BADB COLOR CTO 1/4
- 3749W-108 BADB COLOR CTO 1/2
- 3749W-110 BADB COLOR CTO FULL
- 3749W-130 BADB COLOR MINUS GREEN
- 37499-801 BADB GOBO MINUS GREEN
- 3749W-102 BADB COLOR CTO 1/8
- 3749W-109 BADB COLOR CTO 3/4
- 3749W-112 BADB COLOR CTB 1/8
- 37499-822 BADB GOBO CTB 1/8
- 37499-825 BADB GOBO CTB 1/4
- 37499-828 BADB GOBO CTB 1/2
- 37499-829 BADB GOBO CTB 3/4
- 37499-82C BADB GOBO CTB FULL
- 37499-832 BADB GOBO CTO 1/8

Figure 11: GC Bad Boy Wheel Configurations